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Abstract

In this paper it is proposed a new technique to improve the reliability of fault-tolerant systems based on self-reconfigurable FPGAs. The aim is to create a self-tolerant system based on self-reconfiguration. To achieve this objective the work was divided in five main tasks: the analysis of fault inducement mechanisms in FPGAs, its correlation and its matching with existent fault models, or, eventually, if necessary, the proposal of a new model; the design and evaluation of a fault tolerance mechanism for FPGAs; the design and implementation of a methodology able to detect, diagnose and repair the emerging faults; the development and validation of the proposed methodology. This study will be the base for a PhD thesis.

1. Introduction

SRAM-based Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) endured a considerable evolution in the last few years, not only in terms of density and performance, but also due to the addition of new features, expanding the areas where these devices can advantageously replace ASICs. New families of FPGAs, considerably less expensive, became a serious alternative, even in the design of critical systems. In this particular case, the design of fault tolerant circuits is required as it is necessary to assure high levels of reliability and availability.

This goal demands online concurrent detection of permanent and transient faults, which should be masked to avoid propagation, while triggering a test procedure to determine their origin, either functional or structural, and to assure the repair of their cause(s), avoiding cumulative effects that may lead to a general system failure.

Therefore, it becomes imperative to study the specific fault inducement mechanisms of these devices and to develop innovative test methodologies tailored to their unique architecture and to the new applications that are now possible.

Such methodologies have to guarantee both fault tolerance and repair, by detecting faulty resources, and to avoid their use when new incoming functions required by the applications sharing the FPGA are implemented.

Dynamic reconfiguration and the incorporation of self-reconfiguration capabilities in recent FPGAs, allied to the use of hard- or soft-core embedded microcontrollers, enable the development of self-contained fault-tolerant reconfigurable systems [1].

The on-chip controller will be responsible for fault detection and diagnose and for the implementation of repair measures, including all necessary rerouting and floorplanning operations, in a transparent and autonomous way.

2. Classes of faults and fault modelling in FPGAs

To be able to create a successful methodology to detect and repair emerging faults in an FPGA and to correlate them with a representative fault model it is necessary to study and characterize their specific fault inducement mechanisms. All defects and events that may affect the operation of the FPGA must be identified. Each of them has to be translated into one or more logic faults to produce a correlation list. This step will enable an evaluation of the accuracy of current fault models when applied to the specific architecture and characteristics of self-reconfigurable SRAM-based FPGAs. If necessary, a new fault model will be proposed to describe behaviours not previously defined by the more common fault models. This correlation between defects/events and their representative faults will setup the basis for the development of a specific fault tolerance methodology. Moreover, it will also supply valuable information to help diagnose their origin and undertake repair measures.
3. Evaluation of different fault tolerance methodologies

Different fault tolerance methodologies were proposed in the literature, optimized to different supports and functionalities. As so, a comparative study of the most adequate fault tolerance methodologies to be used with different kinds of functions implemented in FPGAs have to be done to access which of them should be considered. Several factors will be taken into account to help to decide which method is the most suitable to each particular situation, such as the reliability index required by the function or by the application, the adequacy in relation to the functional specification, its speed requirements and the type of resources it uses. While space redundancy can almost be used with any function, the use of time redundancy depends on functional and operational aspects [2]. Another problem to be analyzed is that redundant systems are subject to common-mode failures (CMF). In FPGA implementations, CMFs may be avoided by using module synthesis diversity [3]. However, different implementations of a same module imply different propagation delays that may cause metastability in the voters of a TMR and lead to wrong output values. The overhead of each solution, comprising not only the resources occupied at a given moment by a function, but also other aspects such as power consumption and variations on the maximum speed of operation (performance), is another aspect that must be considered. Since performance depends on floorplanning, the introduction of redundancy will have consequences at this level as well.

4. Detection-diagnosis-repair

The definition of a fault detection procedure is particularly difficult in fault tolerant implementations, since they are designed precisely to mask such occurrences. However, the presence of a fault will leave part of the implementation out-of-service, and, if subsequent faults occur, the fault tolerance methodology may be unable to guarantee the correct system operation, unless a recovery process is activated to remove the defective resources. Therefore, to avoid an accumulation of faults, faulty modules must be detected and repaired. Fault detection implies the development and implementation of a mechanism to detect faulty modules in spatial and temporal redundancy implementations without disturbing their operation. Prior to the repair phase it is necessary to perform some kind of diagnosis, as the origin of the fault may be transient, in which case no repair intervention is needed, or permanent. Moreover, if the fault is permanent, its origin may be logical or physical. As in FPGAs device functionality is defined by the configuration memory, a bit flip in a configuration cell will lead to a permanent functional fault. However, it does not occur due to any defect on the structure of the FPGA and can be logically corrected by a simple partial reconfiguration of the configuration memory. If no configuration change is detected, then a physical defect is most probably the cause of the fault. A physical defect implies the relocation of the affected module and the structural test of the released resources [4]. Procedures will be defined to deal with the different sources of faults and to restore the correct operation of the faulty module.

The validation of the methodology will be done using a prototype circuit implemented on a Virtex device with self- and dynamic reconfiguration [5].

5. Conclusions

The increasing use of SRAM-based FPGAs, even in critical systems, makes this study very important as fault tolerance mechanisms play a very important role in all systems demanding high flexibility and high reliability (e.g. aero-space industries, health, financial institutions). Additionally, reconfiguration provides the possibility to maintain the index reliability level by repairing the faulty modules without the necessity of resource substitution, thus providing greater flexibility and autonomy.
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